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How much do you really know about your tyres? Tyres are essential when it comes to your driving
experience, consumption, the lifeline of your car and your tyres. There are so many things that are
affecting your driving experience that you normally would not take in consideration.

I have used Vianor for all services regarding my car and especially the tyres. Every time I leave a
Vianor I know that my car is in mint condition and that my tyres have the maximum lifeline they can
have. This way Iâ€™m much more confident about driving long distances and taking my family on board
as well.

Vianor offers a wide range of services when it comes to tyres. All the things I didnâ€™t know about tyres
are now clear to me. For example, you should change the place of the tyres every 5 to 10 thousand
kilometer from rear to front and vice versa. This keeps your tyres from wearing unsustainably
because the wearing is different when it comes to front and rear tyres.  Then, the tyre pressure is
the second thing that is a major wearing factor for your tyres. If you have wrong tyre pressures, your
tyre (in Finnish: rengas) will wear out in no time and your ride will be a bit unstable. Checking your
tyre pressure and adjusting them is crucial if you want to take the max out of your tyres.

The rims you have affect the wear of the tyres as well. You have to have the right tyres for the right
rims and this again is something that the people in Vianor are experts on. Best part is that you can
also get the rims for your tyres from the same place.

Fixing your tyres can also prolong the lifeline of your tyres quite a lot. Vianor offers solutions for
fixing small flaws on your tyres. This way you can also be sure that you wonâ€™t be running on a flat
tyre when going on a journey.

Balanced tyres are something that keeps the comfort in driving. If your car feels somehow
unbalanced, you should take it to the closest Vianor shop and check whether the tyres are in
balance or not.
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